THE TRANSFORMATION OF A CHIMERA

INTO A PENTUP SPACE GATE
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He/she/its always looked puzzled
When he/she/its said something sadistic to me.
I’d smile and say, “Yes, I know, life don’t mean a thing,
Massa Lordy, if it aint got that frigid protestant work ethic sting!”
O! Wow! Were he/she/its rule driven! God fodder high food driven! No matter the intend.
No matter what the reality suspend, Really! How could anyones work quite so hard to pretend
That he/she/its were better than others
pretend
And then pretend very hard over that
pretend
H
That he/she/its were only just another
p r e t
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Bunch of humble grumble fuck up bumble?
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And he/she/it were so obviously quadrae-genetic!
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Why, about being Zen One, did he/she/its get so frenetic?
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After their 2,500,000,000 heartbeats and 740,000,000 breaths, φ.
350,000,000 quarts of blood pumped, 333,000, 000 eye blinks,
φ.
A man gasps, a woman sighs, a snake laughs and a (3) goat cries
φ.
First when he/she/its were born, the last when he /she/its dies,
φ.
First the man, then the woman, then the snake eye
then the goat,
Like a baked Alaska sinking
like a dead stag
in a dry moat.
I still see the light shining
on their bald
ing dim head.
As the snake eyes lay out
ρ. expired on a
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Like Hard Ti mes roses in
ρ.
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not on the rug,
A little stone church in
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Snakes, tears, goat hairs
( Work. )
fall, lying
on the ground
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Like absurd
Jay Gatsby
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of Long
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Stars shine bright on shatter light. Thee. The. The. The. That’s he/she/its were on the hole, all in all,
By and large, altogether as warm and clever as a wet matzo in January in northern Vladivostok, Folks

